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IsoChem®, the new line of insulation upfit solution by GRUAU 
 

GRUAU is Europe’s leading commercial van upfitter. For the Work Truck Show in Indianapolis, GRUAU is 
showcasing its unique IsoChem® insulation solution, which is listed in the New Product Spotlight. The 
IsoTemp® refrigerated solution presented last year, will also be exhibited during this edition. Isotemp® is 
available for the full range of commercial vans sold on the U.S. market. Isochem® will be available in May for 
the mainstream commercial vans. Come experience the innovative solutions, lightweight and form-fitting 
IsoChem® & IsoTemp® system at GRUAU Work Truck Show booth # 721 from March 2-4, 2016. 

For more than 125 years, GRUAU has developed and manufactured transportation solutions for its clients worldwide. 

Upfitting  50,000+  vehicles  per  year  for  clients across a wide variety of industries, GRUAU identified a need 

for  high performance  refrigeration and  insulation  upfit solutions. Using its extensive commercial van 

experience, the IsoTemp® and IsoChem® product series were born.  

The IsoChem® series provides a purpose-built isolation with an option 

for light insulation (pharma applications) and/or climate control 

solution. It also features an impervious and easy-to-clean finish that is 

ideal for transporting hazardous materials. Indeed, this isolated cargo 

space reduces odors and vapors from entering occupant compartment. 

It is FMVSS 201U compliant. 

IsoTemp® is a complete refrigeration upfit solution that includes, 

low-profile modules designed for efficient climate control while 
retaining maximum cargo space and preserving the van's exterior. 

Standard versions for IsoTemp® solutions are available for MERCEDES (Sprinter, Metris), FORD (Transit, Transit 
Connect), RAM (Promaster, Promaster City), CHEVROLET City Express, NISSAN NV200... 

In order to address the specific needs of its clients, from contractors to large corporations, both IsoTemp® and 

IsoChem® can be customized for: 

 
 
 

 
 
 

- Pest control  
- Chemical Transport 
- Pharmaceutical Transport 
 

- Food Delivery 
- Biomedical Transport 
- Catering 

About GRUAU: 

Created in 1889, GRUAU, French family-owned company, is the N°1 Light Commercial Vehicle upfitter in Europe converting more 

than 50,000 vehicles per year for companies around the world. GRUAU GROUP is a referenced supplier to 34 international vehicle 

brands, and it designs, manufactures and commercializes more than 20 product lines. 

For over 30 years under the leadership of Patrick Gruau, 5th generation of the family at the head of the company, GRUAU GROUP 

continues to grow. Its 17 facilities (12 in France, 2 in Poland, 1 in Spain, Algeria and USA) employ a total of 1,110 people and 

recorded a turnover of $234 million in 2015.  

For more information, please visit www.gruau-usa.com.  
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